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ILLUMINATION

Robert Adams Women’s Illumination Course
The Robert Adams Women's Illumination Course offers a beautiful, meditational nine lesson Series,
featuring the gentle foundation of The Teaching. Each week you will receive a beautiful, feminine
guided meditation video or Robert Adams teaching a new dialogue Topic that gently, in crystal clarity,
dives into the living reality and power of the living words of Robert Adams as an ever present eternal
reality, lifting one up to palpable realms of experiencing The Supreme, God, as eternal love,
unchanging peace, and the sweetness of omnipresent all pervading perfection. We surrender what is
not of our true Self naturally, rising to a higher, authentic level of our own true Self within, in peace.
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Weekly Women’s Series
A Robert dams states in The
Golden Tribute as he is selecting
the music for his meditations, that
music 'opens the heart, is more
conducive to meditation."
The rare experience of being
guided by the words of Robert
Adams in the feminine guided,
gentle pondering of Truth, all
encompassing 'bright and shining
reality' now, presents a sensitive,
soothing and deep layer of
experiencing the divinity of the
Teaching. In traditional temples/
ashrams and spiritual community,
the women and men are
separated simply for the strength
and purity of each to expand. Rare
biographical and Tribute Guest
Narratives surprises. "Be honest
with yourself. What have you
accomplished in this life? I'm not
speaking of material things,
material possessions. You've got to

Each rich multi layered weeks course includes a specific
practical personal spiritual goal for the week, for your inner
unfoldment. Practically addressing common challenges in the
world for women, including emotions, career, loss, betrayal, self
esteem, family life and children.

leave those behind. You cannot

"So you can reap the fruits of your efforts.”

take those with you. I'm speaking
of your spiritual life. Have you really
been practicing some kind of
sadhana (practices) to release you
from

the

bondage

of

humanhood? Or have you just
been running along with the tide,
waiting for something to happen
to you? This is your life and what
you do with it determines where
you go and what happens to you.
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"The Longing For Freedom” copyright Robert Adams
"There should be a little longing in all of us for total freedom.
And a little longing for total peace and harmony. And a little
longing to realize and experience perfect harmony in all
conditions. But what you're really experiencing right now is
your programming. Time passes by, before you know it, you're
gone."
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Contents of Course:
Each week for nine weeks you will receive selections from:
* Bi Weekly Beautiful Video guided Robert Adams Pure Form
Feminine- guided audio video meditation and pondering.OR
Robert Adams vocal New special selected Topic Pondering Talk
*One to three reflective pages of rich accompaniment to your
guided meditation video pondering including:

* Rare, documented, touching personal narratives with Robert Adams families memoirs and The
Golden Tribute narratives.
* Child rearing teachings from Robert Adams questions and answers, family life and the spiritually
conducive home. "This has nothing to do with spiritual terminologies; love children first." Robert
Adams stories of the happy parent and the spiritual path. "You children are not separate from you
spiritual path, they are your spiritual path." Teaching children to benevolent, honest, familiar with the
laws of karma, personal interior relationship with The Supreme in clean spirituality strong in spiritual
characteristics in the world. Protection of children and , development of the three virtues.
* Vegetarian Info: Non Harm recipes to easily transition or initiate a delicious non- meat diet as
directed by Robert Adams, including several of his original regular dishes. (See Harmony With All Life.)
* Directives on classical kirtan or spiritual singing, original favorite
songs selected by Robert Adams.
* Direct personal counsel for women on the embracement of the
relevant topics of that evening.
* Robert Adams on his beginning in mystic Christianity. The Teaching
on Jesus and practice.
* Beautiful Robert Adams words and experiences in reference to
women spiritual teachers, ancient way showers and his statements in
contemporary life.
* Pertinent advice, guidance and questions and answers on living in the world on a true, classic
spiritual path in relationship to media, career, health and illness, eternal life after passing over.
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http://www.robertadamsinfinityinstitute.org/Ladies.illumination.html
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